Significant improvement on activity/selectivity of catalysts would be achieved, when their scale is reduced to small size, specifically, the subnanometer regime (<1nm), such as gold [1] . 3-dimensional structural characterization of metal nanoparticles would be required to understand the mechanism of catalysts. However, it is difficult to determine accurately important required parameters (size, crystal structure, polyhedral shape, and bond information) of individual subnano-clusters at atomic level by the conventional high-resolution electron microscopy(HREM) and high angle annular dark field (HAADF) -scanning transmission EM (STEM) imaging. The detrimental effect of lens aberration on the conventional HREM and HAADF imaging for subnanometer metal clusters has been observed. For example, both Fresnel fringes around the particles and strong phase contrast from the carbon films occur in a HREM image (Figure 1 ) and the obscured edges of the particles in a HAADF image (Figure 2 ) and these images are taken from our newly synthesized ligand-protected Au 13 clusters having small size (~0.82nm) and narrow distribution (Figure 3) . In this work, we will present our current efforts regarding atomistic structural characterization of our Au 13 clusters and discuss challenges, limitations of methods currently used and the possibly expected results achieved by incorporating emerging aberration corrected both HREM and Z contrast STEM techniques into the study of metal subnano-clusters.
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Newly developed aberration correction [2] [3] is an emerging technique providing sub-angstrom resolution and reduced probe size when it is applied to electron microscopes. With the enhanced resolution and reduced probe size, the aforementioned problems in the HREM and HAADF images will be completely suppressed. Specifically, our recently developed STEM-based quantitative mass spectroscopic method [4] [5] [6] will be applied to these aberration-free HAADF images with expected much improvement in accuracy in determination of number of atoms per cluster. In addition to this, with aid of aberration correction, acquisition of subnano-diffraction and EELS spectra in STEM from individual subnanometer clusters becomes possible due to reduced probe size. They will provide precisely complementary information in crystal structure, polyhedral shape and bond information. 
